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From: Maria Rea - NOAA Federal <maria.rea@noaa.gov>


Sent: Wednesday, May 29, 2019 7:51 AM


To: Barry Thom - NOAA Federal


Cc: Howard.Brown@noaa.gov


Subject: Re: Baseline question


Thanks, Barry -

Howard, Rosalie (and hopefully Keifer) and I have bee working on a stand alone WOA section.  We hoped to discuss that


with you on call this afternoon in addition to the status of the revised baseline section, which is on Howard’s list.  I


haven’t seen a revised version of that though I believe it is slated to go to Reclamation tomorrow.  In seeing their


comments on I and S on winter run that came in last night, they still want us to call all temperature effects as beneficial -

so there is a fundamental disconnect.  My recommendation is we have an internal call on this asap.  Perhaps we can


move up the afternoon call, Howard?


Sent from my iPad


> On May 29, 2019, at 6:40 AM, Barry Thom - NOAA Federal <barry.thom@noaa.gov> wrote:


>


> Maria/Howard,


>


> I know based on yesterday’s update and a short convo with Howard that there was a desire to do some more work on


integration of the baseline discussion into the effects analysis. However, Paul brought up yesterday that they are


interested in seeing the main baseline section after we make edits. I am hoping that is a separate piece and can be


shipped over to them this am, while we continue to discuss the language for the effects section. He was stating that that


section hasn’t changed at all for FWS since a month or so ago.


>


> They-Lori and Paul will make a big deal of this on today’s DOI call if they don’t have something.


>


> Heads up that Paul will also be looking for a date certain-earlier than Friday that they’ll see the revised Delta and


Shasta effects sections.


>


> Thanks,


>


> Barry


>


> Barry Thom


> Regional Administrator


> West Coast Region


> NOAA Fisheries



